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2 $To\ddot{e}n- Vezzosi_{/}^{\backslash })|U\backslash g$ Homotopical Algebraic Ge-
ometry. Grotherndieck scheme ,





. ( $\Rightarrow$ coliniit)
Set Grotipoid Groupoid











$C$ $Ho(C)$. Toen$- l/’ezzosi$ , ,
$(C. \Phi)$ , Grothendieck
, , Homotopical Algebraic Geometry .. , ,
( ) ,
( (ff J$\dagger\grave\mp$ $-i$) Grothendieck




.. ( ) Groupoid
Segal groupoid :
Definition 2.1 (HAG2. p.64. Definition 1-3-1-6). $0\leq\forall i<\forall n$ , $\Delta$




, $N$ Segal groupoid , $N$
$X_{*}:\Delta^{op}-N$
, :
1. $\forall n>0$ , Ho $(\wedge^{r})$ :
$\prod_{0\leq i<n}\sigma,$
$:_{z} Y_{\mathfrak{n}}arrow\simeq\frac{\lambda\cross^{h}\cdot X_{1}\cross_{I}\cdot x.- 1b.l\iota_{f1}}{1\iota times}$
2. Ho$(N1$ :
$d_{0}\cross d_{1}:X_{2}arrow\simeq X_{1}x^{h}d\backslash ,d_{(\downarrow}$
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Remark. $A^{\gamma}$ Segal $gro$ iipo’ $d$ ,
Ho(A $g7^{\cdot}$oupo .
Grothendieck (Algebtaic Geometrv over Z-niodules) $Toen_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}$
$\iota_{ezzos^{\urcorner}i}^{r}$ (Algebraic Ceometry overa niodel category
$C)$
( [AGMC’, p7 ] ) :
$F\in$ Ob$(C-.4ff)$ stack , Ho(C–Af $f^{\prime\backslash }$ ) $Ho(C-$
$Aff^{\sim_{1}\tau})$ essential irnage stack , Ho$(C-Aff))$




Deflnition 2.2 (HAG2, Definit ion 13.3.1).
1. $n=-1$ :
(a)stack , $(\backslash -1)$ - .
(b) stack $f;F-G$ , (-i)-representable
$\Leftrightarrow$ $\forall$ (-i)–geometric $X\underline{\forall}$ G. $F\cross^{h}GX:(-1)-$
(c) stack $f:Farrow G$ , $(-1)-P$
$\Leftrightarrow\forall(-1)$
$X\underline{\forall}G$ ,
$F\cross^{h}XGarrow X$ , $(-1)$ $P$-. $(-1)-P$ stack , $(-1)$ - .
2. $n\geqq 0$ ( $n-1$ ) :
(a) stack $F$ n-atlas $\{l^{r_{i}}-F\}_{\iota\in I}$ ,
$i$ . $L_{\dot{2}}^{\tau}/$ , $(-1)$ .
ii. i $arrow F$ $F$ , $(n$. $-1)-P$ ( .
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iil. $\square _{i\in J}\zeta_{1}-F$
$(|))$ stack $F$ , $n$ - :
$i$ . $F-F\cross^{h}F$ , $(n-1)- 1^{\cdot}ep1^{\cdot}$esentable.
ii. $F$ n-atlas .
(c) st.ack $f:Farrow G$ , $\tau\iota-$ representable
$<\Rightarrow$ $\forall(-1)$ –geometric $X\underline{\forall}$ G. $F\cross^{h}c_{r}X:n$
(d) stack $f:F-G$ , $n-P$ . , $n-P$ .
, $n-P$ .
$\Leftrightarrow\forall(-1)$ $X\underline{\forall}G$ , :
$F\cross^{l?}G,Y$ $n$ -
$\exists n$ -atlas $\{[\gamma_{i}arrow Fx_{G}^{h}X\}_{i\in I}$ s.t.
$\forall i\in I.$ $(C_{i}^{\prime-F\cross^{h},X}\prime carrow X)\in P$. rt $-P$ [ stack , $n-repi\cdot PSPntable$ .
Segal groupoid :
Deflnition 2.3 (HAG2. Definition 134.11. $Ho(SPr\cdot(C-.4ff^{\sim.\tau})$ Segal groupoid St
$X_{*}$ : 2 $n-P$ Segal groupoid :
1. $X_{0}$ . $X_{1}$ $r\mathbb{Z}$ -
2. $d_{0}:.Y_{1}-.Y_{0}$ $n-P$
‘ ‘ Segal groupoid
:
Remark.
$\circ$ [HAG2] ( ) Homotopical
Algebraic Geometry ( )
Lurie Derived $4rtin$ Representability Cnterion [HAG2.
Theorem C.O.9]
3 Quasi Cateogory
3.1 Quasi Category – Kan Category
Nerve
Fact. (i) $S$ ,
$\bigwedge_{i_{\backslash }}^{\prime 1}\underline{\forall\int_{l}}S$
$\prime\prime$










Deflnition 3.1. $S$ ,
$S$ $C1^{i_{J}asi}categoi\cdot y\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}^{\dot{J}^{-}}\prime le$. $0<\forall i<n.$ ,
$\Delta^{n}$
Remark. quasi categorv , $Kan$ $S$ $c$ nerve $N(c)$
, quasi category , (small)category
.
Warning. small
quasi category “ ’? small
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Definition 3.4 (BOOK. Definition 1212.1. Remark 12126). quasi categorv $C$ .
$/\dot{L}^{=}$ ilobject X $\in C$ tial $\approx$
$\forall fo$ : $\partial\triangle^{n}$ – $C$ . $s.t$ . $f_{0}(\{0\})=X$ . $\exists f$ : $\Delta^{1}$ – $C$ . $s.t$ . $f|_{\partial\triangle}\prime\prime=fo$ .
Theorem 3.5. $C$ , obgect $X\in C$ initial $\approx\forall 1^{:}\in C$ $Hom_{C}^{L}(X.)\cdot)$ .




Example 3.6 ( quasi category ).
(i) $X$ $S_{*}(X)$ .
(ii) $c$ nerve $N(c)$ .
Definition-Theorem 3.7 (Lurie). $t$ ( Honi





, Hoiiit $(X. Z)$ $h$ $g\circ f$ $\}$
$\mathcal{N}(t)_{3}$ , 4 :
(1) 4 object $s:\dagger 1_{t-}’\lambda’$ . ] . $Z\in t$ .
$f\backslash \cdot.\}$ .
(2) 6 niorphisms:
$f\dagger\backslash \wedge\backslash \backslash _{\lambda}\mathscr{J}^{1’}..f\backslash \backslash ’\overline{\backslash /\tilde{I\ddagger^{1\backslash \backslash J}}}Z^{\vee}\overline{f\iota\backslash /}\prime_{J.7}$
( )
(3) 4 : $f_{1t.\}}\cdot-f\backslash \cdot.\gamma\circ f_{t\iota..\iota’}$ . $f_{Y.Z}arrow f_{Y.Z}\circ f_{\backslash ,Y}$ .
$f_{t’.Z}-f_{Y.Z}\circ f_{\mathfrak{l}t.\}}\cdot$ , $f\iota\iota.zarrow f\backslash ,z\circ f|\iota.x$
fivz $f_{\lambda.Z}\circ f_{it..1}$
(4) Hoiii$t(tl. Z)$ :
$fv\cdot.z\circ f\iota\tau\cdot.Y\underline{\backslash }f_{Y’.Z}\circ f_{\lambda’,Y}\cdot\circ f_{tt.Y}$
$N(t)_{n}(n\geqq 4)$ : .
Deflnition 3.8 ( $BOOI\backslash ’$ , Definition 1141.). simplicial category
SSets $=Sets\triangle$ ’r simplicial category ( simpli-
ciallv ) Cat $\triangle$ C
Theorem 3.9 (Cordier). (i) (BOOK, Definition 1.155) $S$ simplicial , $\mathcal{N}(t)$
$\mathcal{N}(S)$ $t$ , $S_{*}(t)$
simplicial catego , $\mathcal{N}(t)=\mathcal{N}(S.(t))$ . c
(ii) (BOOK. Proposition 1.15.10) , $S$ Kan , $\mathcal{N}(S)$
quasi category .
Corollary 3.10 (Lurie). simplicial model category $A$ , fibrant cofibrant
object $A^{f)}$ , $\vee(\mathcal{A}^{0})$ quasi category .
Remark. $To\dot{e}n- l- e\approx zosi$ Homotopical Algebraic Geometry






$Hom_{\backslash }\sigma’S^{\cdot}ets(\Delta^{n}. N(C))=Hom_{C’ ot\epsilon}([r].], C)$






Definition 3.11 (BOOK, Definition 1.1.5.1.). $J$ simplicial
$0[\triangle^{J}]$ :. $Ob(\iota\urcorner[\Delta^{J}])=J$.. $i.j\in J$.
$hlap_{\iota}\backslash |\triangle^{J}1^{(i.j)=}\{\begin{array}{ll}\emptyset if \gamma<iN(P_{i.j}) if i\leq j.\end{array}$
$P_{i}$ $\{I\subseteq J:(i, j\in I)\wedge(\forall k\in I)[i\leq k\leq j]\}$ .. $i_{0}\leq i_{1}\leq\ldots\leq i_{1}$ ,
$l\backslash Iap_{t}/(i_{0}, i_{1})\cross$ , . . $\cross$ Map$\iota\urcorner\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\triangle^{J}|(i_{n-1}.i_{11})-\beta_{\backslash }Iap_{\iota\backslash [\Delta\cdot|}(.i_{0}. i_{n})$
$P_{i_{1\downarrow}.i_{1}}\cross$ . . . $\cross P_{i_{\prime-1},.i_{r\iota}}arrow P_{i_{()}.\dot{\iota},\prime}$
$(I_{1}\ldots., I_{I1})\mapsto I_{1}\cup\ldots\cup I_{n}$ .
simplicial $\urcorner\iota[\triangle^{J}]$ $J$ :
Deflnition 3.12 (BOOK. Definition 1.15.3.). $f$ : $Jarrow J’$
simplicial functor
$(\urcorner[f]:\urcorner[\Delta^{J}]-\backslash \iota[\Delta^{J’}]$
:. $i\in\urcorner\iota[\Delta^{J}]$ $\backslash _{\iota}[f_{J}^{1}(i)=f(i)\in\urcorner t[\Delta^{J’}]$ .. $i\leq j$ in $J$ $f$

















Definition 3.13 (BOOI$\backslash -$ . Definition A 3.21). $S$
$F:Carrow C_{0}$ weak equivalence
$hF$ : $hC-hC0$ equivalence of l$?S$-enriched categories
:
1. (fully faithful) $-X’,$ } $\in C$ ,
$\backslash \downarrow Iap_{C}$ ( $X$ . 1) $-I\backslash Iap_{C_{1\}}}(F(X). F(\}))$
$S$ weak equivalence.
2. (essencially surjective) $Y\in C0$ $hC0$ $X\in C$
$F(X)$ .
Deflnition 3.14 (BOOK, Definition 11.5.14.). $S$ homotopy category $hS$
simplicial V $[S]$ hoinotopv categorv $h\mathfrak{d}[S\overline{]\text{ . }hS\text{ }}\mathcal{H}-$
. $iL^{\backslash },$ $y\in S$ ,
lsiIap$hS(x, y)=[I\vee Iap_{(\urcorner}[s|(x. y)|$ ( ).
$f$ : $s-\tau$ categoricalequivalence $\mathcal{H}$- $hS-hT$
$\mathcal{H}$- .
Remark (BOOK, Remark 1. 15. 17).
$f$ : $S-T$ categorical $equi\tau^{t}alence$
$\approx \mathfrak{d}[S]arrow t\backslash [T]$ simplicial
$\Leftrightarrow|\iota\urcorner[S]|arrow|i1[T]|$
Proposition 3.15 (BOOK, Proposition 12.3.1.).
$h$ : SSets
$\underline{n[\cdot\}}$
Cat $\triangle=$ Cat $S3^{\neg}etsarrow hCat_{Ho(SSets)}=Cat_{7(}\underline{f\prime\prime\prime(\prime\prime:t}C_{c}\backslash t_{Set}=$ Cat




$Homss_{ets}$ $(X. N(C))=Hom_{t^{-},at}(hX, C)$
Proof ( $\pi 0$ , inclusioii)
SSet$s_{\backslash }inc1\prime usion\underline{\underline{\pi_{(1}}}$Set






$Honi_{SSets}$ (X. inclusion(E)) $=Hom_{Set}(\pi_{0}X. E)$
nerve functorN simplical nerve $\mathcal{N}$ :
Cat $\subseteq^{i}$ Cat $\triangle\underline{\backslash r}$ SSets.
$(h, N)=(h\circ\iota\backslash [\cdot], \mathcal{N}\circ i)$ :
$h$ : SS $’$$\urcorner N=Cat_{SS\epsilon t_{\hslash}}h\overline{\overline{i}}$Cat $S\epsilon t=$ Cat $:N$
Remark (BOOK. Remark 1.234.). $S$’ Joyal $hS$
$S$ fundamental category ,$\acute$ $S$ Kan $con\sim plex$ $/\iota S$









$[1]_{3^{\neg}}:=\underline{g}$ $X$ . $1^{r}$ $S$
$\ddagger\backslash I_{C}\backslash p_{[1|_{\backslash }\backslash }\backslash$
$(Z. Z’)=\{\begin{array}{ll}1_{S} if Z=Z’=X1_{S} if Z=Z’=\}.S if Z=X. Z’=\}^{:}\emptyset \end{array}$
if $Z=Y_{\mathfrak{k}}Z’=X$
$[$ 1 $]$ $S:=[1|_{1_{S}}$
[1] $\overline{s}:=2$ X. $1^{\wedge}$ $S$
$hlap_{|1]_{\overline{S}}}(Z. Z’)=1_{S}$ $\forall Z$ . $Z’\in\{X$ , $\}$ ’ $\}$









Deflnition 3.20 (BOOK, Definition A.2.4.1). $C$ left proper $i$




$i’$ weak equivalence .





$q’$ weak equivalence .
Proposition 3.21 (BOOK, Proposition A.24.2.). $C$ cofibrant
$C$ left proper .
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$f$ ; $F(.\lambda\cdot)$ – $]$ , $C$ $\overline{f.}$ : $-\backslash$ – $\overline{\}’}$
$F(\overline{f})=f$
Remark (BOOK. Remalk A 3.2.8.). $De./vn\cdot i.tior\iota\lrcorner 4.3.2.7$ $|).\cdot$
$\iota\iota\prime eakeqiii.\tau’ alences$ $eq\uparrow i,ii$ alences. fibrations $q\iota\iota asi- fibrati_{07\lambda S}$
1
$\check$
. [BOOK, Tlieorem A.32.24] $S=Sets$ $t\uparrow\dot{n}?ial$ model
structure ([BOOK. Exainple A.2.12])
Definition 3.27 (BOOK. Definition A 3.2.9.). $S$ $C$ $S$ -. $f$ in $C$ equivalence
$:=f$ homotopy class $[f]$ $hC$ .. $C$ locally fibrant
$:=\forall X,$ $\forall Y\in C$ , $Map_{C}(X. 1^{r})\in S$ fibrant object.. S- $F:Carrow c_{0}$ local fibration
$:=$ :
1. $\forall X,$ $\forall 1’\in C$ . $S$ Map$c^{(X,1’)}arrow$ $\backslash Iap_{C_{(1}}(FX, F1’)$ fibration
2. $h.C-hC_{0}$ quasi-fibratioi].
Definition 3.28 (BOOK, Defiiiition A.3.2.12 (Invertibility Hvpothesis).).
$S$ :. $S$ combinatorial. $S$ co\’{n}brant. $S$ weak equivalence filtered colimits stable
$S$ invertibility hypothesis :






$j$ $S$- $eq\iota iivalence$ .
iiivertibility hypothesis . $f$ $f$ $S$- $C$
$s_{J}C$
Definition 3.29 (BOOK, Definition A.3.2.16.). ms excellent
:
(Al) $S$ combinatorial.
(A2) $S$ cofibration . cofibrations products
stable
(A3) $S$ weak equivalences filtered colimits stable
(A4) $S$ coinpatible $i\underline{I}|$ :
$SxSarrow S$ left Qtiilleii $bif\iota inctoi$. ( $S$ ).
(A5) $S$ invertibility hvpothesis .
Remark (BOOK. Remark A.3.2.17). [BOOK, Definition A.3.2.16] $(A^{\vee}2)$ $S$
cofibrant $-$ $S$ left proper.
Example 3.30 (BOOK. Exaunple A 3.2.18 (Dwyer, Kan). ) SSets Kan
C’artesian excelle]it






[BOOK. Remaik 20.0 $\overline{)}.$ ]:




‘fibration $|$ Kan fibration $\Rightarrow$ categorical fibration
:
categorical equivalence $\Rightarrow$ (Kan ) weak equivalence
3.6 Quasi Category
36
4 Lurie quasi-category Yoneda’s Lemma
4.1 quasi-category Yoneda’s Lemnia
opposite :
Definition 4.1 (BOOK, 12.1). $S$ opposite $S^{op}$ :
$S_{n}^{op}$ $=$ Sn $S^{up}$ face degeneracy :
$(d_{i}:S_{n}^{op}-S_{n-1}^{\prime op})=(d_{ll-j}:S_{1\iota}-S_{r\iota-1})$
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